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Success is all about making inspired beginnings; 

to remain positively driven and embracing a global vision; 

to remain in the forefront by exercising innovation 

and imbibing knowledge through in depth theoretical 

study and continuous practical training. Being successful 

is having the ability to take most advantage of the 

opportunity that time and tide may hold. m
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WHAT 
THE GROUP 

IS ABOUT
Rayat Bahra group of universities

and institutions has emerged as a 
premier destination of professional 

education in north India.  The group 
is proud of its experienced faculty, 
energetic students, high achieving 

alumni, a dedicated support staff 
and a visionary management. 

Looking beyond the national 
boundaries the group has set up two 

overseas campuses-one in UK and 
the other in US.  

All the campuses are institutions of 
excellence known for a culture of 

academic brilliance and research. 
They are aesthetically designed with 

airy and well lit buildings, state-of-
the-art infrastructure, equipment 

and facilities for sports and 
recreation. 

We invite you to visit the campus of 
your choice a�er going through this 
Information Brochure and knowing

their courses and facilities. 

Rayat-Bahra is at the forefront in 
introducing futuristic programs that 
prepare students for the next 
generation workspheres across the 
globe. Amongst others, the group has 
collaboration with corporate giants 
like Google, Oracle, IBM, ASDC and 
many others. The curriculum for these 
courses is designed jointly by the 
technocrats of these companies and 
renowned academicians of the group.  

NEW AGE 
PROGRAMS
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Nirmal S. Rayat
Rayat-Bahra Group

Over the years, we have developed and followed most 
exacting standards in scholarship and research to create 
globally employable human resources. Unshakable faith 
in the creative potential of every student, timely 
interventions, dynamic community support, diversity, 
harmonious inclusive approach, fostering sense of 
discovery and a pervasive culture of making positive 
impact has earned us a distinctive edge in professional 
education. Our students have well rounded personalities 
with relevant competitive skills.  We prepare our students 
for ever evolving socio-economic scenarios by developing 
in them adaptability and pursuit of excellence in all 
emergent global conditions. They continue to impress with 
their marvelous feats and we are proud of their success. 

With an eye on the future, we are in planning and 
execution exercise to make our programs more exciting 
and innovative. We are in for a major expansion of our 
teaching facilities and enhancement of our research 
capabilities. A lot more laboratory equipment is being 
added and modern learning aids are being introduced. 
A large number of more tie-ups and MOUs are in 
finalization stage to give our students greater practical 
global exposure and opportunities for higher studies. 
Our strategizing continues to make the Rayat-Bahra 
experience more purposeful and worthwhile. 

I welcome you at the onset of this academic session. 
This brochure will help you explore about our programs, 
courses and campuses and what is latest about them. 
We would be most willing to address your queries and  
concerns. 
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Gurvinder S. Bahra
Rayat-Bahra Group

The moment students steps in our portals, they are accosted by 
an unparalleled environment of brilliance and broad-based 
personal and professional growth.  Our campuses known for 
experiential learning and a wide spectrum of multi-disciplinary 
education, duly offers students opportunities for meaningful 
engagement to develop student skills and academic 
accomplishment. 

Our classroom merit now is increasingly spilling over into the 
corporate world and professional spheres in the global village. 
Our students are becoming shining beacons of professional 
excellence, moral uprightness and are paragons of ecological 
and social responsibility all over the world. Motivated, 
persevering, enterprising and bearing extraordinary credentials, 
they know how to reap and retain rewarding employment and 
are always spirited to take on challenges of life and occupation 
with positive attitude. 

To maintain this momentum of knowledge transfer and 
pedagogy, we invest heavily in our teachers by the way of faculty 
development programs, seminars, workshops and interactive 
sessions. The teachers contribute to national and international 
journals to remain shoulder to shoulder with highest standards 
of research and instruction. They continuously imbibe new ideas 
and opinions. 

The management, on its part, is doing everything possible to 
nurture this environment of achievement. The teacher student 
ratio has been deliberately kept at the minimum so that 
students get opportunities to develop substantive expertise and 
foster abiding relationships. There is a symbiotic connect and 
collaboration with professional and business leaders for guest 
lectures and trainings. Above all, the management is able to 
keep the motivation levels high and flying. 

I invite you to be part of this rich and rewarding experience. 
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Education is the most ennobling pursuit of 

mankind. Education mentors and other people making 

them worthy of earning their livelihood, increasing the 

mental horizons and ensures moral and intellectual 

freedom. One of the greatest pillar of this philanthropic 

profession of the country is the stalwart personality 

of Late Prof. CM Bahl.  His ideals are enshrined in 

the hearts and minds of his thousands of students, 

colleagues and their families. We strive to live by

 his immortal words everyday:

 "They alone live, who live for others."

10
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California State University (CSU), Fullerton

Program Structure
Students study for first three years at Bahra 
University and join CSU, Fullerton for the fourth year 
to complete their graduation. The students then 
have the option to apply for post-graduation that is 
completed in one year at CSU, Fullerton. 
Subsequently, the student is awarded two separate 
degrees-with graduation from Bahra and post-
graduation from CSU, Fullerton. The program is 
subject to admission requirements at CSU. 

Thunderbird School of Global Management 
(TSGM), Glendale. Arizona (US)

MoU and program
Through this MoU TSGM, Glendale develops, 
delivers and monitors the various programs, 
curriculum support, faculty training and research 
initiatives. This MoU also offers Global Technology 
Management Certificate Program to students of 
Bahra University, Rayat-Bahra Group of Institutions 
and their industry partners. 

Achievements in international events and 
competitions
The innovations and inventions of Rayat-Bahra 
students have earned much acclaim even across the 
seven seas. 



MoU and program
The MoU enables the students of Bahra University and its partners access to various courses at Clemson University. 
It also helps Bahra University to develop, deliver, and promote various programs, curriculum support, faculty 
training and research initiatives. 
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University Center Greenville, USA

This is a state-of-the-art off campus facility where seven US institutions including SC State University, Furman 
University, University of South Carolina, Lander University, Clemson University, Greenville Technical College and 
Anderson University collaborate for training of faculty and students and leverage collective resources for cutting 
research and development. Rayat-Bahra University has earned the singular distinction of being the only non-US 
university to become a part of the center. As a legal entity, Rayat-Bahra University not only has access to the 
resources of the center but can also collaborate with any of the participating institutions for academics, research, 
training and placements.

Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina (US)

Rayat Bahra Group and Pepperdine University, School of Law, California, have signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding, (MoU to  foster cooperation in education and research and to facilitate cultural exchange and 
affirm their commitment to international cooperation between the institutions. Purpose of this MoU was to 
promote and to facilitate an international and multilateral exchange between the two institutions.  The MOU aims 
at the international mobility of students, faculty members and staff between their universities and the 
development of teaching and research activities between the universities.
In accordance with the MOU besides the faculty and students exchange programmes, both the universities 
undertake joint research projects and programmes. To educate the students on both the sides, there shall be an 
exchange of teaching material and resources, including online digital library accessibility. The universities shall 
provide assistance in finding internships for exchange of students and cooperate in the development of joint 
teaching methods and projects. Besides the above, both Rayat Bahra Group and Pepperdine University shall 
assist in organizing visits to companies and international institutions and any other areas that may be mutually 
agreed upon.

Pepperdine University, USA



























Schools
University School of Engineering & Technology

University School of Management Studies

University School of Pharmaceutical Sciences

University School of Hotel Management & Catering Technology

University School of Law

University School of Education

University School of Sciences

University School of Social Sciences

University School of Medical & Allied Sciences

University School of Media Studies

University Polytechnic

Rayat-Bahra Dental College & Hospital

Rayat-Bahra College of Nursing

University Sr. Secondary School

RAYAT-BAHRA
UNIVERSITY
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Location

Admission Helplines
08054603707, 09888806027
www.rayatbahrauniversity.edu.in

Like us        www.facebook.com/rayatbahragi

Sahauran, Tehsil Kharar, Distt. Mohali, Punjab- 140104 
12 kms from Chandigarh on Chandigarh-Mohali-Ropar Highway
Phone: 0160-5009665, 5009675, Fax: 5009680.



The university with a state-of-the-art campus sprawling on 25 acres in the scenic Shimla hills encourages 
participative learning, creativity and innovation. Teaching and research integrate assimilates intellectual strengths 
of the students sparking unique ideas and fostering a vivid culture of imagination. Confident, passionate and fully 
competent hundreds of students pass out of the portals of university every year and become national and global 
professional assets in the fields of technology, basic sciences, social sciences, humanities, sports, public sector and 
the community services.  

The university is indeed an institution of pride of the hill state of Himachal Pradesh. 

With the dawn of pervasive global 
opportunities and advent of newer 
technologies every day, professional 
education needs to incorporate new 
insights and new ideas. In tune with the 
needs of times the academic practice and 
research endeavour here is extremely 
responsive and elaborative.  
Our professionals are thoroughly 
equipped with required knowledge 
and competence to take on all challenges, 
endeavour and succeed.   

I enthusiastically invite all prospective 
students to the campus and see our 
facilities and campus ambience. 

Vice-Chancellor, 
Prof. (Dr.) S.K. Bansal

BAHRA 
UNIVERSITY
SHIMLA HILLS 

-  Bahra University is established by H. P. State Legislature Act no. 2 of 2011.
-  Member-Association of Indian Universities (AIU). Bahra University has been 
   notified by the UGC under Section 22 of the UGC Act 1956. 
-  Empowered  by the UGC to award degrees vide letter F. No. 8-34/2011 
   (CPP-I/PU) dated 8th July 2011.
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Schools
School of Engineering & Technology

School of Management 

School of Hospitality & Tourism

School of Pharmaceutical Sciences

School of Law

School of Basic Sciences & Languages

School of Social Sciences

School of Physiotherapy

School of Journalism

BAHRA
UNIVERSITY
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Location

Admission Helplines

www.bahrauniversity.edu.in

Like us          www.facebook.com/BahraUniversity11

Kiarighat, Tehsil Kandaghat, Distt. Solan (H.P.) - 173215
15 kms from Shimla on Shimla-Chandigarh National Highway
Phone: 01792-247444      

09805092446, 09816087278, 09805092461



Campus Director, 

Dr. Suresh Seth

RAYAT-BAHRA 
ROPAR CAMPUS
Railmajra, Tehsil Balachaur, 

Distt. S.B.S Nagar, Punjab-144533

At Ropar Campus, we are driven by interdisciplinary
collaboration and entrepreneurial spirit that
prepares students for a wide range of careers and
quest of lifelong learning. We are going from strength
to strength through our enduring relationships with
companies engaged in fierce global competitive
landscape.  We also want our students to become
model citizens, accordingly, we instill in them ethics
and sensitivity to social responsibilities.  We also 
stress on physical and emotional well being of 
the students to make them evolve as balanced 
human beings. 
 
We welcome you to come to our campus and 
explore more about us. 

The oldest campus of the group established 
in 2001 is a prestigious centre of learning 
with 11 flourishing professional institutes of 
academic excellence. 

The well-connected campus located in 
idyllic environment six kilometers from 
Ropar on the Jalandhar highway is equipped 
with all the facilities and amenities of 
academics, learning, sports, boarding and 
lodging and day to day living. The faculty 
here as in other Rayat-Bahra campuses is 
excellently qualified and committed to their 
work.

Rayat Institute of Engg. & Information Technology

Rayat Institute Management

Rayat Degree College

Rayat Institute of Pharmacy 

Rayat College of LAW 

Rayat College of Education

Rayat Polytechnic College

Rayat Sr. Secondary School

Rayat International School

Institute and College
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Location

Admission Helplines

Like us          www.facebook.com/RBGIRopar

Railmajra, Tehsil Balachaur, Distt. S.B.S Nagar, Punjab-144533 
6 kms from Ropar on Chandigarh-Ropar-Jalandhar Highway
Phone: 01881-270500, 270691, Fax: 270501.

09888477723, 08054644826, 08054644824



Campus Director, 

Dr. D.S. Bawa

RAYAT-BAHRA 
HOSHIARPUR 
CAMPUS
Bohan, Tehsil & Distt. Hoshiarpur, 
Punjab - 146001
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Institute and College
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Rayat-Bahra Institute of 

Engineering & Nano-Technology

Rayat-Bahra Institute Management

Rayat-Bahra Institute of Pharmacy

Rayat-Bahra College of Nursing

Rayat-Bahra College of Education

Rayat-Bahra College of Law

Rayat-Bahra Degree College

Rayat-Bahra Sr. Secondary School

Rayat-Bahra International School

The campus located on the Hoshiarpur-
Chandigarh highway, three kilometers from 
Hoshiarpur has grown by leaps and bounds in 
the recent years in terms of number of 
students, facilities expansion and enrichment 
of academic and research ambience. 

Scores of stimulated faculty members, non-
teaching staff, members of the administrative 
machinery, laboratory assistants and librarians 
work with a visionary zeal to sustain academic 
brilliance, well rounded growth and enterprising 
professional ability.  

We have expanded by tremendous since 
our inception. The expansion has not only been 
in infrastructure and community strengths, but 
also in terms of more broad based approach to 
academic theory and practice. Research has 
also been a key focus area here. A strong sense 
of friendliness and peer to peer interface 
prevails on the campus. Career advising, 
training and placement have reached newer 
heights. All this together makes us a happening 
campus with a difference. Location

Admission Helplines

Like us          www.facebook.com/RBGIHoshiarpur

Bohan, Tehsil & Distt. Hoshiarpur, Punjab- 146001 
3 kms from Hoshiarpur on Hoshiarpur-Chandigarh Highway
Phone: 01882-275500, 275501, Fax: 275503.

09988400354, 09988401864



Campus Director, 
Dr. Piush Verma

RAYAT-BAHRA 
PATIALA CAMPUS
Bhedpura, Distt. Patiala, 
Punjab - 147001

Institute and College
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bahra Faculty of Engineering

Bahra Faculty of Management

Bahra Institute of Pharmacy

Bahra Polytechnic College

Bahra College of Law

Bahra Sr. Secondary School

*Bahra College of Education

Bahra International School

*a
s u

nd
er

 p
ro

ce
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 *

The campus has emerged as an epicentre of 
learning, research and career advancement. We 
provide equal opportunity, support and necessary 
administrative action for students and faculty 
members involved in personal as well institutional 
growth through peer to peer interface as well as top 
down dissemination of knowledge. 

We are carrying forward in the region the legacy and 
values embedded in the DNA of brand Rayat-Bahra 
always strive hard to excel and exceed our previous 
achievements.  We are proud of each one of our 
community members and we proudly reflect on their 
all round excellence. 

You are welcome to discover more about us.

Situated 5 kms from Patiala on Patiala-Sangrur 
highway has earned region-wide acclaim in 
nurturing skills, enhancing knowledge and 
fostering aptitude across a cross-spectrum of 
professional courses. There is an unparalleled 
pervasive scholarly effort and a thrust on 
research and critical enquiry here. 

Through unique endeavours, the faculty has 
been motivating students to imbibe a lifelong 
zest for learning and intellectual achievement. 
The class size is deliberately kept small for 
efficient knowledge transfer and ensuring a 
perpetual evolution of faculty-student 
engagement for professional success and all 
round growth. 

Location

Admission Helplines
08054002290, 08054002287

Like us          www.facebook.com/RBGIPatiala

Bhedpura, Distt. Patiala, Punjab- 147001 
15 kms from Patiala on Patiala-Sangrur Highway
Phone: 0175-3063113



Campus Director, 

Prof. K.L. Manuja

RAYAT-BAHRA 
PANIPAT CAMPUS
Chidana, Teh. Gohana, 
Distt. Sonipat (Haryana)

Institute and College
-   Bahra Institute of 
    Management & Technology
-   Bahra Sr. Secondary School
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RAYAT-BAHRA, PANIPAT

We are a young, yet a dynamic part of the Rayat-
Bahra group. But our vision is broad and ambit of 
thinking huge. Our environment is participatory 
and inclusive. We are poised for a substantial 
growth, due to our committed support and 
encouragement to students and faculty for their 
personal and professional accomplishments and 
fulfillment of their passions. Besides, we 
promote total social, spiritual and intellectual 
wellness and all round excellence. We have a 
clear cut value system in place and promote 
social responsibility exercise in a big way. 
This helps develop the vision of the student and 
enhances their talent. I welcome you aboard.

The marvelously designed glass and concrete 
structure of the campus rises effortlessly amidst 
lush green surroundings  near Panipat on the NH-1 
is a leading institution of the region. The institution 
prepares students at the graduate and post 
graduate levels to assume leadership positions in 
increasingly competitive world. 

The institution pursues time-tested teaching 
methodologies in a caring yet challenging 
atmosphere for fostering insightful brilliance and 
an intuitive spirit of enquiry among its students. 

Location

Admission Helplines

Chidana, Teh. Gohana, NH-71, Panipat-Rohtak Highway,
Haryana – Distt. Sonipat (Haryana)
15 kms from Panipat on Panipat-Rohtak Highway

08683800855, 09896400330, 08199900588



RAYAT-BAHRA 
SONIPAT CAMPUS
Tehsil Gannaur, 
Distt. Sonipat, Haryana
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RAYAT-BAHRA, SONIPAT

With eight schools of professional excellence, the Rayat-Bahra 
Innovative Institute of Technology and Management (RBIITM) 
campus is advantageously situated on the NH-1, 7.8 kms 
from Sonipat towards Ambala. 

The campus with extensive facilities for learning, research, skills 
development, physical activities and support is one of the most 
thriving and prestigious institutions of the state of Haryana. 
Besides focusing on classroom learning, the institute inculcates in 
the students the ability to collaborate, perform and excel in 
workplace settings.

Institute and College
Rayat-Bahra Innovative Institute of 

Technology & Management

Location

Admission Helplines 
08683800855, 09896400330, 0819900588 

Chirsami, Tehsil Gannaur, Distt. Sonepat, Haryana-131101
33 kms from Delhi on Delhi-Panipat National Highway













































Himachal Pradesh

Uttarakhand

Haryana

Delhi

Punjab

Chandigarh

Bahra University, 
Shimla Hills, 
Himachal Pradesh

Hoshiarpur Campus, 
Punjab

Ropar Campus, 
Punjab

Rayat-Bahra 
University, 

Chandigarh

Patiala Campus, 
Punjab

Panipat Campus, 
Haryana

Sonipat (Delhi-NCR) 
Campus, Haryana*Map not to scale

Geographical Location 
of Campuses

Railway Station : 15 KM from Panipat Railway StationBus Stand :15 KM from Panipat Bus Stand Airport : Strategically located very near to IGI Airport, Delhi

Panipat Campus, Haryana Nearest

HOW TO REACH

Sonipat (Delhi-NCR)
Campus, Haryana

Bus Stand : Larsouli (7.8 KM)

Railway Station : Larsouli (6.1 KM) 

Airport : IGI Delhi Airport(78.4 KM)

Nearest

Patiala Campus, Punjab

Bus Stand : Patiala (18 KM) 

Railway Station: Patiala (18 KM), Rajpura (35 KM) 

Airport : Chandigarh (74.5 KM)

Nearest
Rayat-Bahra University,
Chandigarh

Bus Stand : Kharar (3 KM) 

Railway Station: Kurali (8.1 KM) 

Airport : Chandigarh (31.5 KM)

Nearest

Bahra University, Shimla Hills,
Himachal Pradesh

Bus Stand : Solan (23.6 KM) 

Railway Station : Shimla (23 KM) 

Airport : Shimla (23.1 KM)

Nearest

Ropar Campus, Punjab

Bus Stand : Ropar (6.1 KM) 

Railway Station : Ropar (7.6 KM) 

Airport : Chandigarh (62.9 KM)

Nearest

Hoshiarpur Campus, Punjab

Bus Stand : Hoshiarpur (12.3 KM) 

Railway Station : Hoshiarpur (11 KM) 

Airport : Chandigarh (151 KM)

Nearest

International Campus London, United Kingdom South Carolina, U.S.A.
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RAYAT-BAHRA, ROPAR CAMPUS
Railmajra, Tehsil Balachaur, Distt. S.B.S Nagar, 

Punjab-144533 
6 kms from Ropar on Chandigarh-Ropar-Jalandhar Highway

Phone: 01881-270500, 270691, Fax: 270501.

Admission Helplines: 

09888477723, 08054644826, 08054644824

Website: www.rayatbahra.com

RAYAT-BAHRA UNIVERSITY, CHANDIGARH
Sahauran, Tehsil Kharar, Distt. Mohali, Punjab- 140104 
12 kms from Chandigarh on Chandigarh-Mohali-Ropar Highway

Phone: 0160-5009665, 5009675, Fax: 5009680.

Admission Helplines: 

08054603707, 09888806027

Website: www.rayatbahrauniversity.edu.in

RAYAT-BAHRA, HOSHIARPUR CAMPUS
Bohan, Tehsil & Distt. Hoshiarpur, Punjab- 146001 
3 kms from Hoshiarpur on Hoshiarpur-Chandigarh Highway

Phone: 01882-275500, 275501, Fax: 275503.

Admission Helplines: 09988400354, 09988401864

Website: www.rayatbahra.com

RAYAT-BAHRA, PATIALA CAMPUS
Bhedpura, Distt. Patiala, Punjab- 147001 
15 kms from Patiala on Patiala-Sangrur Highway

Phone: 0175-3063113

Admission Helplines: 

08054002290, 08054002287

Website: www.rayatbahra.com

RAYAT-BAHRA, SONIPAT (DELHI-NCR) CAMPUS
Chirsami, Tehsil Gannaur, Distt. Sonipat, Haryana-131101
33 kms from Delhi on Delhi-Panipat National Highway

Admission Helplines: 08683800855, 09896400330, 08199900588

Website: www.rayatbahra.com

BAHRA UNIVERSITY, SHIMLA HILLS
Kiarighat, Tehsil Kandaghat, Distt. Solan (H.P.) - 173215
15 kms from Shimla on Shimla-Chandigarh National Highway

Phone: 01792-247444, 09816700507      

Admission Helplines:  

09805092446, 09816087278, 09805092461

Website: www.bahrauniversity.edu.in

RAYAT-BAHRA, PANIPAT CAMPUS
Chidana, Teh. Gohana, NH-71, Panipat-Rohtak Highway,

Haryana – Distt. Sonipat (Haryana)
15 kms from Panipat on Panipat-Rohtak Highway

Admission Helplines: 08683800855, 09896400330, 08199900588

Website: www.rayatbahra.com

Join / like us for latest information & regular updates 
@ RBGI on official pages 

/rayatbahragi

@rayat_bahra 

in.linkedin.com
/in/rayatbahragi 

www.youtube.com
/channel/UC0bY1tfIr

CP6GyJxAhdiNTA

Reasi : 9070234234

09086880575Samba : 

 Opp. Parshotam Dham, Dhar Road, Udhampur :

Near Woodland Showroom, Udampur-9070234234

HIMACHAL PRADESH
: Rayat-Bahra Bilaspur Office,Bilaspur 

Shop No.6, Vyas Co-Operative Society Complex, 

Opp. Bus Stand, Bilaspur. 08894702985

08894702995Chamba : 

 Rayat-Bahra Hamirpur officeHamirpur :

City Tower, First Floor, Near Canara Bank, 

Hamirpur. 08894702993

Rayat-Bahra kangra OfficeKangra : 

Shop No. 32, kangra Bus stand,

kangra. 08894702995

09816087278Kinnaur : 

College Chowk, Dhalpur Kullu (HP),Kullu : 

 09805084225

B. No.111/11, School Bazaar, Near Mandi : 

Chamunda Mata Mandir, Mandi. 09805084225

Ward No. 7, First Floor, Raina CollectionNurpur : 

Centre Opp. Niazpur Bus Stand, Nurpur

On Nurpur - Pathankot Highway

08894702982

Shop No.8, First Floor, Mitra MandalPalampur : 

Complex, Opp. Hotel Surbi, Guggar Road

Palampur 08894702981  

09805044412, 09816333974Shimla : 

09805092446Sirmour : 

09805092461Solan : 

Rayat-Bahra Sundernagar OfficeSundernagar : 

NH-21, Cinema Chowk, Bhojpur, 

Sundernagar, Distt. Mandi : 09805084225

Rayat-Bahra Una Office, ParadiseUna : 

Plaza, Ground Floor, Near Govt. Degree

College, Una. 08628953764, 08894702987

HARYANA
Rayat-Bahra Ambala Office,Ambala : 

#36, Friends Colony, Near T.B. Hospital,

Jagadhari Gate, Ambala

07027372575, 07837555033

09467965034Bhiwani : 

07015302560Fatehabad : 

Rayat-Bahra Hisar Office.Hisar : 

SCO 103, 2nd Floor, PLA 

Shopping Complex, Near Town Park, Hisar

Hisar. 08950871666

09215848168Kaithal : 

08054603707Panchkula : 

08683800855Panipat : 

 09729998949Rohtak :

Rayat-Bahra Sirsa Office Sirsa : 

Opp. Surkhab tourist complex,

Maharaja agarsain Chowk, Sirsa. 09034479922

08950189720Sonipat : 

UTTRAKHAND
 09760207772Dehradun & Haridwar :
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HEAD OFFICE (New Delhi)
B-40, Qutub Institutional Area, 

New Delhi - 110 016

Ph:  011-41006975, 9810196787, 9810977611

CORPORATE OFFICE (Chandigarh)
S.C.O. 126-127, Level-4, 

Sector 34-A, Chandigarh-160022

Ph: 0172-5025001, 5025002. 

Fax: 5025166

PUNJAB 
Paradise Plaza Mall, 1st Floor,Abohar : 

Hanumangarh Road, Abohar : 09888810155

 Rayat-Bahra Amritsar OfficeAmritsar :

District Shopping Complex, S.C.O.-32, 

Pal Plaza, Ranjeet Avenue, Block-B, 

Amritsar : 09988801486

 07508001024Barnala :

 Rayat-Bahra Bathinda OfficeBathinda :

Guru Nanak Complex, 100ft. Road, 

Near Ghore wala Chowk, Bathinda 

07837555223, 07837555013

08054640189Faridkot : 

07837666048Fatehgarh Sahib : 

 09888810155Fazilka :

07837222173Firozpur : 

 Second  Floor, Y.P Tower, Gurdaspur :

Jail Road - 7837222456

09988400354Hoshiarpur : 

09988400354Jalandhar : 

: 09988400354Kapurthala 

 Rayat-Bahra Ludhiana office  Ludhiana 1 :

Sethi Complex, B-17/251, first floor 

Bharat Nagar on the way to bus Stand Road,

Above State Bank of Patiala, Ludhiana

 Rayat-Bahra Ludhiana office  Ludhiana 2:

MD Complex, S.C.O. 26, Opp. Allahabad 

Bank,  Near Samrala Chowk,  

Ludhiana : 07837555033

07508001024Mansa : 

07837555033 Moga : 

 09888013707Nangal:

07837222456Pathankot : 

08054002290Patiala : 

 09888477723Roop Nagar :

08054603707Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar : 

08054002290Sangrur : 

09888477723Shahid Bhagat Singh Nagar : 

07837666017Sri Mukatsar Sahib : 

 07837666018Tarantaran :

JAMMU & KASHMIR
 09697768404Akhnoor :

 Rayat-Bahra Jammu Office Jammu :

Hall No. 304, A2, South Block, Bahu 

Plaza, Jammu. 09070234234

Ward No. 15, Patel Nagar,Kathua : 

Opp. DC Office , Kathua. 09086880575

RAYAT-BAHRA 
ADMISSION OFFICES
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Rayat-Bahra is not only a private pioneering group of institutions of north 

India but is progressively evolving as a multi-ethnic, diverse and inclusive 

educational, conglomerate imparting broad based education in large number 

of streams. Even while this being is written, the Rayat-Bahra community is 

engaged in landmark research at the frontiers of knowledge, is setting new 

benchmarks of scholarship and exemplary work in professional spheres. 

Awards, recognitions, prestigious achievements and commendations have 

been the hallmark of excellence since 2001.


